Wildflowers Return to Announce Release of Debut Album ‘On
The Inside’
Simultaneous release with single ‘Another Million Miles’

Bristol/Brighton based Wildflowers are set to release their debut album ‘On The Inside’
and first single from the album ‘Another Millions Miles’ on August 28th.
It has been a hectic year for the band. Described as ‘the bastard children of
Fleetwood Mac and the Eagles’ its perhaps no surprise that their 2014 SXSW
performance and subsequent North American tour saw them get picked up by
Detroit based label Original 1265 Recordings via Caroline Label Services/Capitol
Music Group. Twelve months locked away writing and recording in the Motor City
and now finally the band are back in the UK and are ready to share the fruits of their
labour.
“Its funny, you go along trying to get record companies to pay attention to you, and
then two come along at once!” laughs lead singer Siddy Bennett, “Not that I’m
complaining. We’ve been allowed to make the record we wanted to make, in the
timeframe we wanted to make it in. Plus spending so much time in the States has only
fuelled our freewheeling spirit. You can hear the effect directly in our lyrics &
harmonies.”
It’s that echo of west coast Americana, blended with the more folk-infused British
influences the band grew up with that helps define the Wildflowers sound. ‘Another
Million Miles” is an uplifting ode to travel beyond the immediate horizons, full of hope
and youthful optimism. “In many ways, its the most representative lyric on the whole
album,” says Siddy “Everyone has that sense of being on a greater journey. That’s
right where we are, as people, and as a band.”
The release follows Wildflowers first UK tour in over a year, a process entirely ‘live
crowd funded’ by their fans, who not only nominated the venues they played, but
also paid for their progress all the way down from Loch Lomond to the Glastonbury
Festival.
The single release marks the beginning of a busy period for the band, with a tour of
major cities to follow in the autumn, and a full headline tour early in the new year.
“Writing and recording in Detroit was a treat, but really we’re made to be out on the
road,” says guitarist and co-writer James Ashbury “All of our favourite bands honed
their craft and gelled whilst touring. We can’t wait to see where the journey takes us.”
For further information on Wildflowers please contact Mandy Weetch at
Mandy@momentumpr.co.uk / 07889386555 	
  

